increasing frequency in shuttle operation, it is of interest to have more than one or two landing fields within the boundary of the reachable area of the reentry vehicle. This boundary, called the footprint, depends on the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle and is severely restricted by the deceleration and heating constraints imposed upon the atmospheric reentry trajectory. This paper gives a general assessment of the footprint as a function of various deceleration and heating constraints. The difficulties in the computation of the three-dimensional reentry trajectories with optimal modulation in both the angle-of-attack and the bank angle are alleviated by the following devices: (a) nondimensionalizing of the equations of motion and use of the density as the altitude variable; (b) use of the classical integrals of the motion; (c) transformation of the adjoint variables into physical variables; and (d) spherical rotation of the coordinates.
l. INTRODUCTION
The lateral maneuver of a lifting reentry vehicle, exemplified by the space shuttle entry, is severely restricted by deceleration and heating constraints. By nature, the computation of optimal trajectories is very sensitive. Until now only purely numerical programs for specific vehicles have led to some meaningful results which arc, however, limited in scopell, 21. This paper gives a general assessment of the footprint as a function of various deceleration and heating constraints. The difficulties in the computation of the three-dimensional reentry trajectories with optimal modulation in both the angle-of-attack and the bank angle are alleviated by the following devices: (a) nondimensionalizing of the equations of motion and use of the density as the altitude variable; (b) use of the classical integrals of the motion; (c) transformation of the adjoint variables into physical variables; and (d) spherical rotation of the coordinates.
With the dimensionless equations of motion, it is possible to specify just the maximum lift-to-drag ratio (L/ D) ..... as the sole physical characteristic of the vehicle. Hence the analysis applies to a whole class of vehicles having the same value for (L/D) ...... The integrals of the motion allow for the reduction of the order of the canonical system. The transformation of the adjoint variables into physical variables makes the initial guess of unknown constants a much less arbitrary task. Finally, the rotation of the coordinates on a spherical earth reduces the corntPaper presented at the 35th Congress of the International Astronautical Federation. Lausanne. Switzerland. 8-13 October 1984 .
putation of the footprint to a swept operation through a scanning parameter. The new technique removes the restriction of equilibrium glide reported previously in the literature [3, 4] . The exact optimal three-dimensional trajectory for maximum lateral range is found by the use of a direct shooting method. Then, the optimal trajectory for the same purpose but obtained in a reduced phase coordinate system using the equilibrium glide assumption is compared with the exact optimal trajectory. Finally, the footprints with and without deceleration and heating constraints are constructed to show the effect of the constraints on the size of the footprint. Several values of deceleration and thermal constraintsl5] arc imposed on the optimal trajectories leading to the footprints. The equilibrium glide assumption is again applied in order to reduce the numerical computation load.
DECELERATION AND HEATING CONSTRAINTS
During entry, the deceleration due to the aerodynamic force with coefficient C is
dt 2m
At the beginning of the entry the density p is negligibly small and hence a is small. As the density increases, the deceleration becomes larger. Near the end of the flight, the speed decreases to a very small value and again the deceleration is small. As a consequence, a passes through at least one maximum value, and for the comfort of the crew and passengers, this peak deceleration must be controlled to an acceptable level.
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Thermal control is another factor of prime consideration. During entry, the kinetic energy, V~V:. decreases from a high value to nearly zero. A fraction of this energy is converted into heat and absorbed by the vehicle. Several texts [6, 7] discuss the important aspects of heat flow into reentry vehicles. Here we shall consider only the maximum temperature on a selected point of the vehicle. To control the temperature, it suffices to control the heating rate at that point. According to Lees[8] , the heating rate at any point on a body is a fraction .f = q/q. (2) of the heating rate q, at a stagnation point of radius of curvature R
where C* is the lift coefficient corresponding to the maximum lift-to-drag ratio, E*. With given values of Ct,,, and K assumed constant at hypersonic speed, we easily compute (3) where K is a constant, and p, and V, are the reference density and reference speed, respectively. The constant exponents n and m depend on the type of boundary-layer flow. For laminar flow, we have n = 1/2. Under the assumptions that the viscosity coefficient varies as the square root of the absolute temperature and that the flow between the bow shock wave and the stagnation point is incompressible, we can use the value m = 3.
The earth is assumed at rest and with a locally exponential atmosphere dp -13dr P (7) where 9 is the atmospheric density and 13, the reciprocal of the scale height, is a function of the radial distance r. Its gravitational force field is the usual inverse-square force field g = s (8) 
we define the normalized lift coefficient ,f-
we have the dimensionless equations of motion [4] dZ 
The aerodynamic controls are in the form of the bank angle, o', and the normalized lift coefficient, X. Hence when X = 1 the flight is at maximum lift-to-drag ratio. The dimensionless variable Z replaces the altitude and the dimensionless kinetic energy v is a measure of the speed. They are the modified Chapman's variables, s is the dimensionless arc length. The equations in (10) contain only two constant parameters which need to be specified. The first parameter, k 2 = 13r, is a characteristic of the atmosphere. For the computation, we select the value k 2 = 900 for the earth. The second parameter, E*, is thc maximum lift-to-drag Deceleration and heating constrained footprint ratio and is a performance characteristic of the vehicle. For the present numerical example we shall take the value E* = 2.
From eqn (1) and with the definition (9), the dimensionless deceleration corresponding to an aerodynamic coefficient CL = C* is
On the other hand, from eqn (3) we can construct the function 
In terms of these variables, the Hamiltonian integral becomes representing the dimensionless heating rate.
VARIATIONAL FORMULATION
The footprint of a reentry vehicle is defined as the curve limiting the reachable domain on the surface of the earth when the reentry point is specified. The two control variables in (10) are subject to the constraints
These two controls are to be selected to bring the vehicle from a certain prescribed initial condition to a certain partially prescribed final condition, such that the cross range is maximized for each prescribed final longitudinal range O r . The footprint can then be constructed.
Using the maximum principle, we introduce the adjoint vector ~ to form the Hamiltonian
cos t~ tan ~b .
The components of,~ are governed by the adjoint equations dp., 
The optimal solution to the problem is governed by eqns (10) for the state variables, and eqns (21) 
is the same as in eqns (211, except that now H, takes the form
122)
For maximum bank angle, (r = tr ....... with variable lift coefficient, the normalized lift cuntml is [4] E 
In summary, the optimal trajectory is obtained by integrating the state equations, eqns (10), and the adjoint equations, eqns (2[), with H, given in eqn i30). from the initial condition, using the optimal control laws of eqns (22), (23) In order to make the initial guess of unknown parameters a much less arbitrary task, we will change the pa rametcrs describing the adjoint variables. N, and Q., to physical parameters. From the first two equations of (22 l, since O,,
6, = 0 we have P,t,. ~ sin 0, and
tan ~r where h,, and o-,, are the initial values of the normalized lift coefficient and bank angle, respectively. Therefore, the initial guess is equivalent to making an initial guess on the new set of parameters (0~, ~.,,, or,). All parameters in the new set with physical meaning and this provides us with a much easier assessment of their values, q'he optimal trajectory for maximum cross range is solved with the set of values (0~, h,,, (r,.) = (1.09452, 1.05331. 59.9498°). Figure 2 presents the optimal trajectory and the variations of the state variables and control variables. It can be seen that the flight path angle oscillates about and stays near the value of 0 °, and that the normalized lift coefficient oscillates about and stays near the value of 1.0, except near the end of the trajectory where substantial lift maneuver is made so that the final conditions can be met.
Equilibrium glMe solution
The so-called equilibrium glide condition consists of assuming that the glide angle is small and stays nearly constant. From Fig. 2 it is seen that in the exact optimal trajectory the glide angle oscillates about and stays near the value of()". Hence for the equilibrium glide condition we make the assumption that Also, by the definition of Q in eqns (18), the transvcrsality condition p~, = 0 in eqns (27) becomes the condition y ~ 0, 'vd, ~ 0.
(32) (Is Q, = 0.
With this, the equation fi)r y becomes the equilibrium (29) equation
The Hamiltonian integral remains the same as in eqn (19) and the system of differential equations for P, N. and Q
v h cos (r" 
.34 
0;, 6,) = (I.1229, 0.6575) for the equi librium glide solution. Hence we will say that the equilibrium glide solution is a very good suboptimal solution and we shall use the equilibrium glide condition in obtaining the solution of the fl)otprint, either without or with deceleration and heating constraints.
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prime notation on ~, +. and dJ applies. The unknown set of parameters to be lound is now (0,', ~,. ~rJ. For each value of the scanning parameter +,', from 90 ~ to +90 °, we solve the maximum cross range problcm to obtain the final point (07, #b 7 ). Using a formula m spherical trigonometry, it can be shown that the position m the original coordinate system is obtained from 6 . THE FOOTPRINT WITHOUT CONSTRAINT
Exact Jbrmulation
If the reentry vehicle is initially in a close circular orbit and the position for leaving the orbit is not prescribed, then the reachable domain on the surface of the earth will be a zone between the latitudes -+ ...... and +,,,~,~. The footprint of a reentry vehicle is defined as the curve limiting the reachable domain on the surface of the earth if the reentry point is specified. To construct the footprint we have to find the maximum cross range for each prescribed final longitudinal range 0,. As the final longitudinal range is no longer free, p, -C, #-0. We can normalize all the adjoint variables by taking C~ = 1. This is the same as reducing proportionally all the adjoint variables by the factor I/C, and using the new constants The lift and bank controls, X and or, and the adjoint equations for P, N and Q are the same as given in eqns (19)-(24) except that H, in eqn (20) must be replaced by H~ as given in eqn (37). The problem becomes a fourparameter problem in terms of the constants k2, k, and two of the three initial values P,, N,, and Qo (since one of them can be obtained by the Hamiltonian integral).
To generate the footprint, we can use one parameter as a scanning parameter. Hence it is a three-parameter problem.
As before, we can change these parameters to the new parameters with physical meaning. This change can be accomplished through the use of a rotation of coordinates [4, 9] . Consider a trajectory leading from the initial point M,, to the final point Mt on the footprint C as shown in 
Equilibrium glide solution
Since it is very tedious to use the exact formulation to generate the footprint, and since the equilibrium glide solution is a very good suboptimal solution, we shall use this assumption of equilibrium glide as a reliable and efficient too[ for solving this complex problem.
From the reduced set of state equations (34) we deduce that k -1. The bank angle is eithero--~r ...... or is an interior bank angle as given by [4] = m tan (r 
where H, is the same as given in eqn (37). Hence there are two parameters k_, and k3 in this problem. However, this is a one-parameter problem since either k, or k3 can be used as a scanning parameter. If we choose k, to be the scanning parameter, the full set of exact state equations (10) can be integrated. It is necessary to use the explicit law (39) with a guessed value of& and a bounded value of bank angle cr ...... = 85 °. The initial state to be used is (25) with v,, = 0.99. At v, = 0.001, the transversality condition p+, -0 is used for the adjustment of the unknown parameter &. "1"o give both the scanning parameter and the unknown arbitrary parameter a physical meaning, the rotated coordinate system can also be used here. Here again we have ¢,', as the scanning parameter. The control law (35). The unknown parameter to be found is now 0/. Of course, the formulas to obtain (0j, qbr) from (0;, +[) are the same as in (38). The footprint for E* = 2 is shown in Fig. 4 , with the projections of the reentry trajectories on the constrained footprint 825
Earth's surface plotted in dashed lines. The variations of the dimensionless altitude, velocity ratio, flight path angle, and bank angle for the reentry trajectories are plotted in Fig. 5 . As has been shown in the previous section (Fig. 2) , both the deceleration and the heating rate pass through several maxima. The first maxima are the highest. In Fig. 6 , the highest decelerations encountered on all of the reentry trajectories leading to the footprint are plotted as a function of the longitudinal range 0, It can be seen that to the left half of the footprint the highest decelerations are so large that it is necessary to impose a deceleration constraint on the reentry trajectories. Also shown in Fig. 6 are the highest heating rates encountered. We will also investigate reentry trajectories with heating rate constraint in the next section. The full set of state equations are integrated using the optimal control law (40) deduced from the equilibrium glide condition. However, only the final speed can be prescribed since there is only one parameter. But it has been found that for all the trajectories, the final altitudes are uniformly close to the value Z, = 30. For most reentry vehicles, this represents a reasonably low altitude. Another thing to be mentioned is that. for E* = 2 with t~,', > 30 °, +' may increase to 90 ° and cause a singularity to occur. Hence for that portion of the footprint beyond ~,', > 30 °. we should use eqn (39) to solve for the reentry trajectories and to complete the whole footprint. Fig. 6. a,,,. ,, and q+,,:,, ahmg the unconstrained footprint.
FOOTPRINTS WITH I)ECEI,ERATION ANt) HEATIN(; CONSTRAINTS

Footprint with a deceleration constraint
As bdore, we shall use the equilibrium glide assump tion and the technique of coordinate system rotation in this section. We shall use ~b,i -90< 60 °, 30 °, -15 ° , -5 °. 0 °, 5 ° . and 30 ° to solve for the reentry traiectories and to generate most of the footprint with a deceleration constraint. The remaining portion of the footprint corresponding to +,', 30 ° 90 ~' will be gen crated from the traiectories found by using eqn (39i. The trajectory with +,', -0 ° is the one with global maximum cross range.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the planar flight trajectory which leads to the right end point of the lootprint has the smallest first peak in deceleration. This trajectory gives the maximum longitudinal range, and has a first pcak in decel eration of a ...... -2.12. For planar flight tinder the equi librium glide assumption, this trajectory is obtained by using the lilt control ,k = 1 and the bank control {r = 0. Hence it is always possible to control the deceleration on any trajectory down to the value a ...... -2.12. This is of course at the expense of the reachable domain. Actually it is possible to further lower the peak deceleration in planar [-light by lift modulation, but this problcm will not be discussed here. We shall set the deceleration constraint values at 77 ...... -3.0 and 2.12. respectively, to generate the fl)otprints and to investigate the reduction of the reachable domain due to the deceleration constraint.
To control the peak deceleration on a certain reentry trajectory, if the flight is required to stay at a certain 77,,,,, value, then we have
By taking the derivative of this equation and making use of the exact state equations (10), we have Since the flight is effected at maximum lift-to-drag ratio, k = 1, using this value in eqn (42) gives the condition for entering the boundary a,,,,,. Therefore, in order to reach the first peak in deceleration at the prescribed value a ...... a constant 0~' must be selected for the paramcter 0/ in eqn (40) such that eqns (41) and (42) are simulta-J. -S. CHERN ('1 a/. neously satisfied. Then by taking the derivative of eqn (42), the bank control appears explicitly and is found to be given by where (r is obtained from eqn (43). After leaving the boundary, cqn (40) will be applied tbr the remaining ['light of the trajectory. Finally when the integration of the trajectory is ended by the prescribed final valne v: --0.001, the final value 0,' is used to adjust thc ptlrameter 0,'2. In numerical integration, what we actually do is to at!just the instant of leaving the boundary, and check at the final instant to detemfine if 0/ and tl,', arc equal.
In sunmmry, for a certain value of the scanning parameter tl/,, we start the integration of eqns (10) with the initial condition (25) except that <. = 0.99. We use cqn (40) with an initial guess of 0/', denoted by 0,',, as bank control. The condition (42) is used to adjust 0,'~. Then on the prescribed 77 ...... boundary, the integration kecps on going by using eqn (43) as bank control so that thc flight stays on the boundary. At a certain point the flight leaves the boundary and we continue the integration by using eqn (40) with the parameter computed from eqn I441. At the final instant v, -0.001, the condition 0,' : 0/ is used to check the leaving point.
For the two dccelcration constraint values a ..... 3.t) and 2.12, file above scheme is valid for ~1/ 90 °, 60, 30 °. and 15". For d<', 5'. 0. 5", 30 ° and beyond, the flight does not havc to stay on the boundary. In this casc, the point of entering and the point of leaving the boundary coincide. This is because anothcr wdue 0,'e can be selected fl)r the integration such that thc prescribed final speed v, = 0.001 is identically satisfied at 0.' 0,',. Modulated bank is used through cqn (40). The footprint without any constraint, the flx)tprint with at constraint of 77 ...... Deceleration and heating constrained footprint 827
The value qm,~ = The velocity ratio is defined to be the ratio between the actual speed and the initial speed and can be obtained by simply taking the square root of v.
Footprint with a heating constraint
We shall set the dimensionless heating rate constraint values at qmax = 1.5 and 1.36 to generate the footprints. (a) 60. 
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Deceleration and heating constrained footprint a discontinuity. The reason is that its explicit law is obtained by taking the second derivative of the constraining relation, either eqn (41) or (46), in the case where the flight is required to stay on the boundary. Otherwise, it is computed by using the same equation, namely (40), but with a different parameter value 0i' 2 in the case the flight is not required to stay on the boundary.
VARIATION OF BANK ANGLE ON THE BOUNDARY
It is of interest to analyze the variation of cr on the constrained boundary. For controlled deceleration at .... cos cr can be expressed explicitly as function of v alone by using eqn (42) to calculate 3' and substituting into eqn (43). If the simplification cos 3' ~ 1 is made, we obtain directly from (43)
This is the same as using the equilibrium glide condition (33) as the control law. It appears that when ~max is small, the bank angle is small. Since this bank angle is used to maintain constant ~ ..... it is substituted for the modulated bank angle if this angle is higher• Also, since the optimal final value of ~r is ~i = 0, the trajectory will leave the constrained boundary at a certain point betbre the end. Similarly, using the approximation cos 3' ~ 1 in eqn (48), we have the simple formula ~,~, cos cr = v:(1 -v),
which can also be obtained by using the constraining relation (46) in the equilibrium glide condition (33). The same remarks as for the case of flight on the boundary .... may be made. In addition, from eqn (50), we see that ~r passes through a minimum at the value v = 2/3. This gives o',,,,, = cos ' .
This minimum value is low for a low value of ~ .... and occurs at the speed ratio V/V,, --0.816• After passage through this point the bank angle increases, ultimately switches to modulated bank control and decreases to the final value cr I = 0.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper gives a general assessment of the footprint as a function of various deceleration and heating con-829 straints. With the dimensionless equations of motion, it is possible to specify just the maximum lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) ..... as the sole physical characteristics of the vehicle. Hence the analysis applies to a whole class of vehicles having the same value for (L/D)n,,~. The exact optimal trajectory for global maximum cross range is found first. This is a three-parameter problem. We have used the classical integrals of the motion, and at the same time transformed the adjoint variables into physical variables. The integrals of the motion allow a reduction of the order of the canonical system. The transformation of the adjoint variables into physical variables makes the initial guess of unknown constants a much less arbitrary task. The equilibrium glide condition is then introduced to reduce the problem to a one-parameter problem. The trajectory for global maximum cross range is found under the assumption of equilibrium glide and it is concluded that this is a very good suboptimal solution. The footprint without any constraint, the footprint with a deceleration constraint, and the footprint with a heating rate constraint are generated to show the reduction of the reachable domain due to different imposed constraints. The equilibrium glide assumption reduced much of the numerical computation load. Furthermore, the technique of rotating the coordinate system on the spherical earth reduces the computation of the footprints to a swept operation through a scanning heading angle. The reduction in the size of the reachable domain is substantial only on the left half portion of the footprint. It is seen that on the deceleration constrained reentry trajectory the heating rate is also reduced, and vice versa. Also, deceleration control generally brings the heating rate to an acceptable level. For the reentry trajectories with small prescribed longitudinal ranges, the flight has to stay on the constraint boundary upon entering the specified constrained value. The smaller the longitudinal range is, the longer the flight stays on the boundary before leaving it. The variation of the bank angle on the constraint boundary is discussed in detail.
